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It’s incredible how nature responds to changing conditions. The grass at the moment is longer
and, more importantly, thicker than we’ve seen it in many years, and a number of species are
thriving as a result. Seed-eating birds in particular are everywhere, and species like Harlequin
Quails – that usually remain well hidden in cover, are calling all over the grassy crests around
Serengeti plains. The Harlequins haven’t been seen or heard in this area for couple of years and
it was good to hear them calling in our area and it is almost certainly the profusion of the grasses
which has allowed their population to spike radically. They are partial migrants, flying south to
breed and then returning north in winter, and large scale irruptions occur when food is plentiful,
as it is now with more grass seeds they know what to do with, as well as an accompanying
plethora of small invertebrates that constitute a large part of their diet.
Owing to their habit or remaining in the long grass until flushed, I haven’t managed to get a
decent picture of a Harlequin Quail yet, so some of Safari Plain’s larger inhabitants will have to do
the job for now.
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The elephants of the area are subsisting largely on a grass diet at the moment, with this food
source being the most lush and plentiful. Since some of the best grazing is out in the open
clearings, sightings have been spectacular, with a number of plains game species often mingling
together. We have seen the herd spending time in areas where they don’t usually go.
Why Does The Zebra Have Stripes?
Camouflage – the black and white stripes may serve to help zebra blend in with the long grass in
their environment. This is not widely accepted as often zebra are found in open areas and can be
seen (or smelt by predators) from a long distance. It is not necessarily incorrect though as if you
look at a zebra on the edge of a thicket line in the evening (when as humans, we are using the
light sensitive rod cells in our eyes and are seeing in grayscale) you will struggle to focus on an
individual. This may be the same for predators who see predominantly in black and white.

Confusion Tactic – as a gregarious or herd species, zebra will stick together when fleeing from
a threat. In doing so, the stripes of each individual cross over with the stripes of other individuals
and it are difficult to distinguish one individual from the next. This is particularly true through the
black and white view of a predator. Predators can be thrown off by this as they prefer to single
out one animal to follow in a herd.
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Zebra will often stand head to tail, with their tails constantly swishing, to help chase flies away
from each other’s faces. Come and experience it here at Safari Plain’s.
Thermoregulation (keeping cool) – temperature gradient is formed between the black and white
stripes on a zebra’s body. Zebras in warm climates have more stripes than species in cooler
climates. More heat is absorbed by the black stripes than the white ones, creating a tiny pressure
gradient across the body, causing small eddies of wind to blow between the stripes. This is an
adaption for keeping cool in the harsh sun of the savannah.

Fly Deterrent – it has been shown that flies are more attracted to single colours rather than
stripes. Zebra’s patterns may be in place to dissuade biting flies from their skin; an adaption to
lesser parasite loads. This is particularly true for areas in central Africa where climates are more
humid, year round, and the prevalence of biting and disease carrying flies (like tsetse flies) is
higher than in southern Africa.
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Although difficult to see here, as the stripes really do confuse the eye at first glance, each of
these individuals has a unique pattern.
Individual Recognition – each zebra has a unique stripe pattern, like our fingerprints. Although at
first not that obvious to us humans, take a closer look next time and you will notice wonderful,
unique patterns on zebras’ bodies. This may help in herd cohesion; mother-foal recognition and/
or mate choice, as a few examples.

A dazzle of zebra standing as a unit, as seen in colour through the eyes of a human, notice how
closely bunched they are on the pictures above.
Whatever you may believe, the reality is that we actually don’t know why zebras really have
stripes… It’s a pity we can’t ask their opinion.
That is all for this month.
From Isaiah and Safari Plains family
Bushveld Greetings
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